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The Smart Person’s Guide to a Successful
Server and IT Relocation
When your business grows and undergoes change, sometimes
an office move is inevitable. But the chaos and stress that can
accompany any move is completely avoidable. Rather than
relying on traditional moving companies who don’t know
how to properly handle your business IT equipment, you can
trust Nerds Support to securely do all the prep, packing, and
transporting for you.
We have a team of highly trained IT professionals who
understand how fragile servers and other IT equipment can
be. Our Nerds Support team will take the phrase “handle with
care” to the next level by ensuring the proper deinstallation
and reinstallation of all your office hardware and appliances
during your IT relocation.
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The Planning Stages
Just as you would plan meticulously before moving homes,
you should prepare in advance before moving offices.
And that means throwing out the old and bringing in the
new. You’re probably moving to a new space because your
company is growing and changing, and that might indicate
the time to switch to a new or upgraded IT infrastructure.
Maybe you’re ready to move from traditional phone lines
to VoIP (voice over IP). Or perhaps you can speed up your
internal processes by migrating your data and applications
to the cloud. Whatever the case may be, our knowledgeable
IT consultants at Nerds Support are here to help you
determine and implement the most beneficial infrastructure
plan for your business. With a secure and efficient IT
relocation plan built around your company’s needs and
priorities, Nerds Support will provide you with quality
services and consultation for a stress-free move.

Making Your IT Relocation Happen
When dealing with hardware and servers that store
sensitive, business-critical information, it’s important to
do complete backup and recovery of all your data before
unplugging and shutting things down. The worst case
scenario is setting up a server in your new office space
only to find out that all of your data has been damaged or
lost. At Nerds Support, we begin the moving process with a
comprehensive data recovery and backup plan to make sure
that doesn’t happen.
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“

Nerds Support team will take the phrase
“handle with care” to the next level by
ensuring the proper deinstallation and
reinstallation of all your office hardware
and appliances during your IT relocation.

“

The next important step is properly de-installing each
individual piece of IT hardware and every server. Not
following the right protocols and practices for this step can
lead to extreme risks such as data loss, hardware malfunction,
or server destruction–things that can ultimately lead to longer
business downtime. We catch any moving issues before they
occur by following a precise deinstallation and shutdown
process in order to have your business up and running again
in no time.

FACT:
Out On the Open Road
Working with the
right professional
team is the single
biggest must-do for
any company thinking
of moving office.
They will guide you
through the process,
save you money in
the long run and also
make sure you don’t
make any critical
mistakes.
— www.wikihow.com
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Once your IT equipment is securely packed up and ready to go
on the road, we’ll follow through by re-racking and reinstalling
everything back at your new destination. We’ll be there for
that last big hurdle to make sure your company can be up and
running again as soon as possible with little downtime.
With careful planning and execution, our IT professionals
at Nerds Support have your back for your next big move.
Don’t make the process of moving more stressful than it has
to be. With our comprehensive and strategic server and IT
relocation services, you can finally have a peace of mind
knowing that we’ve got our business IT concerns covered.
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